SYNOPTIX CUTS REPORTING
TIME DOWN TO JUST A
FEW CLICKS FOR ANOTHER
VALUED VISUAL ERP USER
For almost 50 years the printing industry has
been placing its trust in Kocher + Beck’s
quality products. As a globally recognized
market leader in the field of rotary-die cutting
technology, Kocher + Beck is also the
preferred systems supplier in other areas
related to the production of high-quality
printed products. Tight tolerance magnetic
cylinders, high-precision hot stamping
cylinders, and fully servo driven state of the
art butt splicers are just a few of Kocher +
Beck’s first class product range available to
the printing industry
A Visual ERP customer since 2011,
Kocher+Beck has been utilizing CompuSoft
Development’s Synoptix report writer for far
longer. In 2006, after implementing another
ERP system, they quickly discovered the
provided standard reports were woefully
inadequate. After discussing their needs with
their consultants, Synoptix was recommended
as an easy to use, yet powerful, reporting
solution.

PROFILE:
■■
■■

■■
■■

Supplier of High End Printing Production Products
Production Sites in Germany, the UK, the US, and
Russia
Established in 1965
Globally recognized market leader in rotary-die
cutting technology

CHALLENGES:
■■
■■

■■

■■

Previous ERP System reports woefully inadequate
Over 10 hours per month trying to get the reports
they need
Needed to see beyond the numbers in order to
understand context
Needed existing reports to migrate to new Visual
ERP implementation

SOLUTION:
■■

Synoptix

RESULTS:
■■
■■

■■

■■
■■

■■

Reporting much easier to do
Running reports a simple matter of entering the
date and running it
Migration of existing reports to Visual ERP very
easy
Greater team efficiency
Drill down all the way to source for greater clarity
and context
Synoptix software and support ranked as a 10

“Reporting is a lot easier now that we have Synoptix.

We probably spent 10 hours for our reporting
alone. Now all I have to do is change the
date and run the report.”
Daniel Grammatikos
VP of Finance
Kocher+Beck

Daniel Grammatikos, VP of Finance, found
Synoptix to be just the tool they needed.
They quickly began utilizing it for both
Financial and Operational reporting. He
says, “Reporting is a lot easier now that we
have Synoptix. We probably spent 10 hours
for our reporting alone. Now all I have to do
is change the date and run the report.”

Their reports include a Balance Sheet,
three different sets of Income Statements,
multiple AR Reports, Customer Account
Statements, Daily Sales Reports, and many
more. Daniel says, “We are more efficient as
a team. I can run multiple reports for analysis
and drill down to the details, which makes it
very effective for us.”

Five years later, when they upgraded their
system to Infor’s Visual ERP, they were
thrilled to discover they could continue
using Synoptix. They found the migration to
be a simple matter of importing the reports
over to the new database with very few
modifications.

When asked about his experience with both
Synoptix and the support at CompuSoft
Development, Grammatikos replied it would
“definitely rank a 10” and says he welcomes
the opportunity to act as a reference for
Visual users looking for a reporting solution.

ABOUT COMPUSOFT DEVELOPMENT

CompuSoft Development, makers of Synoptix, is a leading developer of enterprise reporting software for the ERP, financial,
distribution and accounting sectors. Our products allow accountants and managers to maximize productivity through reporting
tools that are easy to use, and provide quick access to the necessary data they need to make critical business decisions.
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